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HISTORICAL LAWS OF BALTIC ACCENTUATION

1. Introduction

Since the publication of my monograph on Slavic accentuation (1975), substan-
tial progress has been made in the study of the subject. The main problem which re-
mained in the theory advanced there, the origin of the acute Intonation in such words
äs Lith. begti, esti, sesti (1975:22ff.), was solved by W. Winter in his contribution to
the Ustronie Conference on historical phonology (1976). It was shown in his paper
that a Proto-Indo-European sequence of short vowel plus voiced stop is reflected
by an acute long vowel plus voiced stop in Baltic and Slavic, whereas a short vowel
plus voiced aspirate yields a short vowel plus voiced stop. As I pointed out in my
comment on the paper, this first-rate discovery has far-reaching consequences for
the reconstruction of the Indo-European proto-language. It providesthe unexpect-
ed key-stone for Gamkrelidze and Ivanov's theory that the voiced stops of the pro-
to-language were actually glottalic (1973). This theory, which suggested itself on ty-
pological grounds, is now supported by immediate comparative evidence. One arri-
ves at the conclusion that the Balto-Slavic acute Intonation continues the Proto-In-
do-European laryngeals and the glottalic feature of the "voiced" consonants, while
the Balto-Slavic circumflex reflects the early contractions and the lengthened grade.
Thus, the glottal articulation in Latv. p§ds, nuögs represents the same kind of a p o st-
eriori evidence for the theory of glottalic consonants äs the initial velar of Hitt.
hartti, hastai once provided for laryngeal theory.

Here again I have to stress that the Indo-European lengthened grade is never
reflected by an old acute in Balto-Slavic, in spite of the current view on this matter
(e. g., Watkins 1965). As F. de Saussure pointed out more than eighty years ago,
"ä pari deux ou trois cas speciaux (allongement du nominatif, allongement de
Faoriste sigmatique, etc.), Palternance e-e n'est pas indo-europeenne" (1922 : 493),
and in these few cases we find a circumflex in Balto-Slavic. The original distribu-
tion has been obscured by various types of metatony and analogy.

Gamkrelidze and Ivanov reinterpret the two series of Indo-European stops
so far taken to be voiced and voiceless äs glottalized and voiceless aspirate, respec-
tively. "Das Merkmal Aspiration gilt in einem derartigen System als redundante
Eigenschaft der entsprechenden Phoneme. Vom streng phonologischen Stand-
punkt aus könnte man die drei genannten Serien als glottalisiert /stimmhaft/ stimm-
los kennzeichnen" (1973 : 155). I would go even one step further and claim that
voicedness was not a distinctive feature in the Indo-European pro-
to - l anguage . Thus, I would reconstruct i' t° t: for Gamkrelidze and Ivanov's
t' dh th and traditional ddh t. This hypothesis, which, among other things, accounts
for the apparent merger of the three series in Hittite, leads to a large nmnber of
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simplifications in historical phonology, e. g. in the derivation of Sanskrit sandhi
rules. Since a füll discussion of the matter falls outside the scope of this paper, I
shall confine myself to a single remark here. Classical methods of reconstruction
point to a single Proto-Indo-European word-final stop, viz. *d, cf. Latin quod, Old
High German hwaz. The typological improbability of this reconstruction is elimi-
nated if one assumes that the laryngeal feature which differentiated *d from *t
was not voicedness.

As to the chronology of Winter's law, which I now reformulate äs the transfer
of the laryngeal feature from a glottalic consonant to apreceding vowel, I think
that it must be dated to the very end of the Balto-Slavic period. The merger of the
feature with the reflex of the Proto-Indo-European laryngeals was certainly poste-
rior to Hirt's law (cf. Kortlandt 1975 : 2) because the stress was not retracted in the
forms which were to develop into Latv. pgds, nudgs. The non-final stress in RUSS.
sela is probably old in view of the rising pitch in the 3rd sg. aor. SCr. leze, which
points to final stress äs a result of the progressive accent shift known äs Dybo's
law (cf. Kortlandt 1975 : 14). This view is corroborated by the absence of sigmatic
aorist forms of these verbs in Old Church Slavic (cf. Dybo 1961 : 37). The non-fi-
nal stress in RUSS, ela must have arisen äs a result of analogical development at a
stage before Meillet's law (cf. Kortlandt 1975 :11). Thus, I withdraw the argumenta-
tion put forward earlier in connection with these forms (1975 : 23).

In the following I shall give a chronological account of the history of Baltic ac-
centuation after the example of Ebeling's well-known article on Slavic accentuation
(1967). In particular, I intend to show how the accentual Systems of the contempo-
rary East Baltic languages are linked to their Proto-Indo-European origins by an
uninterrupted chronological line. For the Prussian development I refer to my arti-
cle on the subject (1974).

2. Balto-Slavic

Unlike Ebeling, I subscribe to Stang's view that the stress patterns of the mobile
noun declension in Slavic and Lithuanian agree to the extent that "a common Bal-
to-Slavonic basis must be assumed" (1957 : 174). The problem of Balto-Slavic uni-
ty has often been misinterpreted. Since every known language shows dialectal Varia-
tion, one must not conceive of Balto-Slavic äs an absolutely homogeneous language,
but rather äs "a dialectal area which is so homogeneous that it is capable of
carrying through common linguistic changes" (Stang 1957 : 174). The argument
for the historical reality of the Balto-Slavic period is not the mere presence of a cer-
tain number of identical innovations, but the common chronology of these innova-
tions. If such a chronology can be established, the intermediate stages can reaso-
nably be called Balto-Slavic.

2.1. LOSS OF PIE ACCENTUAL MOBILITY. Proto-Indo-European stress
was free and mobile, e. g. Gr. μήτηρ, μητέρα, μητρός, Skt. dadhämi, dadhmah. In
Balto-Slavic, I find no trace of PIE accentual mobility outside the nominal flexion
of the consonant stems. When the old mobility was lost, an Opposition between
various paradigms with columnal stress arose, äs in Sanskrit. The final accentuation
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of Lith. dukt& originated at this stage. Athematic verb forms are end-stressed in
Slavic, cf. Cakavian (Novi) da, dämo. This is in agreement with the final accentuation
of Lith. duodqs.

2.2. PEDERSEN'S LAW. The ictus was retracted from stressed inner sylla-'
bles in mobile paradigms, e. g. Lith. dükteri, piemeni, cf. Gr. θυγατέρα, ποιμένα.
This retraction was first suggested by de Saussure, who added in a footnote: "II
est malheureusement difficile de dire le caractere exact qu'aurait cette loi, car il y
a des obstacles ä la transformer en loi phonetique pure et simple" (1922 : 533).
The solution was found by Pedersen, who proposed a "recul d'un accent qui con-
trastait avec un autre accent (final) dans le meme paradigme, et qui ä cause de ce
contraste etait exagere et anticipe" (1933 : 25). Since this law was posterior to the
loss of PIE accentual mobility, its application was limitedto theflexion of polysyl-
labic consonant stems.

2.3. BARYTONESIS. The retraction of the ictus was analogically extended
to vocalic stems in the case forms where Pedersen's law applied (de Saussure 1922 :
: 534, Pedersen 1933 : 26), e. g. Lith. ävi, samt, dievq, ziemq. The stress was not
retracted in the pronouns anäs, katras, and in the nom. pl. form of the o-stems, which
had a very distinct phonemic shape, cf. dievai.

2.4. OXYTONESIS. The ictus shifted from an inner syllable to the end of
the word in paradigms with end-stressed forms (Ebeling 1967 : 580), e. g. Lith.
sünumi, ziemomis. Though Ebeling formulated this law for Slavic only, the Lithua-
nian evidence suggests that it operated in Baltic äs well. It is clear that Pedersen's
law must have preceded the oxytonesis in mobile paradigms.

2.5. HIRT'S LAW. There are few laws in comparative linguistics which have
been reformulated so many times by different scholars äs the retraction of the stress
to a preceding long vowel which was first established by Hirt (1895 : 94). The correct
Statement of the law seems tohave been reached by Illic-Svityc(1963 : 80f.): the
ictus was retracted if the vowel of the preceding syllable was immediately followed
by a laryngeal, e. g. Lith. duona, vyras, dümai, mote, cf. Skt. dhänüh, virah, dhümah,
mätä. While the retraction tookplace in *kaHulos, Latv. kaüls, Gr. καυλός, and in
*gruHzlaH, RUSS, gryzla, final stress was preserved in *tenHuos, Latv. tievs, Gr.
ταναός, and in *pHilaH, RUSS, pila (Kortlandt 1975 : 2f.). The retraction was ante-
rior to the loss of the syllabic resonants because it affected Latv. ilgs, pilns, SCr.
düg,pün. It was anterior to the elimination of zero grade before oblique case endings
in the formative suffix of consonant stems because of the fixed stress reflected in
Latv. mäte, SCr, mati. It was anterior to the merger of the glottalic feature with the
reflex of the PIE laryngeals because the stress was not retracted in La.tv.pgds,nuogs.
On the other band, it was posterior to the oxytonesis, äs Ebeling has convincingly
demonstrated (1967 : 582): the preservation of accentual mobility in words like
SCr. sin presupposes that the trisyllabic case forms of the w-stems had received fi-
nal stress before Hirt's law operated.

As a result of Hirt's law, the ictus was retracted to the prefinal syllable in the
polysyllabic case endings of the mobile a/f-stems. The original distribution is still
extant in Slovene, where the short vowel in dat. pl. goram and loc. pl. goräh points
to original stress on the medial syllable, while the long vowel in the other flexion
types must have received the ictus at a later stage, e. g. mozem, mozeh. The same dis-
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tribution is suggested by the Old Prussian material (Kortlandt 1974 : 301). In
Lithuanian, we find the expected medial stress in galvoms, but not in galvornis,
galvose, where the final accentuation must have been restored on the basis of the
other flexion types. Conversely, the dat. pl. form of the other mobile flexion types
adopted the accentuation of galvoms, and the resulting Opposition between dative
and instrumental stress spread to the dual forms. The new distribution is also found
in Latvian, cf. dat. pl. sieväm, loc. pl. sieväs.

2.6. EBELING'S LAW. The ictus was retracted in a number of other cases,
e. g. Lith. gen. sg. vilko, dat. sg. vÜkui,galvai, 3rd sg. nesa,nese, SCr. vüka, vüku,glävi,
ptto, aor. nese. The assumption of a general accentual retraction in these forms was
first put forward by Ebeling, who separated the Baltic and Slavic developments and
explained the latter in terms of a homonymy condition (1967 : 584). In my cri-
tique of Ebeling's articlelrejected the conditions and the chronology of the retrac-
tion and suggested a common Balto-Slavic development because of the close corres-
pondence between Lithuanian and Slavic (1975 : 5f.): in disyllabic word forms the
stress was retracted from a final short or circumflexed vowel or diphthong unless
the preceding syllable was closed by an obstruent. Assuming that the laryngeals
were still ordinary consonants at this stage, we can simply say that the stress was
retracted from final open syllables. Final accentuation was preserved in nom. sg.
*golHuaH, gen. sg. *oveiS, gen. pl. *uilkoN, Lith. galva, avies, vilkil, and in
*pHilaH, *neslo, *ne$tei, RUSS, pila, neslo, nesti. Word-final *tjd had already been
lost at this stage (cf. Kortlandt 1975 : 45). If the final accentuation reflected in SCr.
3rd pl. aor. kiese is old, the syllabic resonants had already been dissolved. The fi-
nal stress may have been restored, however, because sigmatic aorist forms are ge-
nerally end-stressed in Slavic.

As I pointed out in my discussion of Slavic accentuation, the retraction of the
ictus referred to äs Ebeling's law was posterior to the one known äs Hirt's law (1975:
: 6). The accentual mobility in RUSS, dala, dalo, which is also reflected in other Sla-
vic languages and which nr.ist have arisen äs a result of Ebeling's law, presupposes
an end-stressed paradigm at an earlier stage. If the root of this word contained füll
grade vocalism, Hirt's law would have retracted the ictus and prevented the rise of
accentual mobility. Consequently, we have to assume that an original zero grade
was replaced with a füll grade at a stage which was posterior to Hirt's law but ante-
rior to Ebeling's law. If the argument put forward above in connection with SCr.
kiese is correct, the loss of the syllabic resonants must also be dated between these
two accentual developments.

2.7. WINTER'S LAW. The PIE glottalic consonants dissolved into a la-
ryngeal and a buccal part. The former merged with the reflex of the PIE laryngeals
and the latter with the reflex of the voiced aspirates. As pointed out above, Winter's
law was posterior to Hirt's law because the broken Intonation in Latv. pgds, nuögs
reflects earlier accentual mobility. It was also posterior to the loss of final *t\d be-
cause of the Slavic neuter pronoun to. I find no evidence for the relative chronology
of Winter's law in relation to Ebeling's law or to the loss of the syllabic resonants.

Winter's discovery brings the Balto-Slavic archetype once again closer to the
state actually observed in Sanskrit. We can now completely identify OChSl. azi>
with Skt. aham äs PIE *egHom. Even more striking is the solution which presents
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itself for the athematic verb flexion. OChSl. jamb, vemb, jadgtz, vedgtt regularly
continue *edmi, *uoidmi, *ednti, *uoidtiti. The consonantal Opposition between
Skt. dadhämi and dadämi is reflected in contemporary Lithuanian by the quanti-
tative and intonational difference between dedü and duodu. The reduplication syl-
lable had apparently adopted the timbre of the root vowel. The correspondence
between OChSl. dadet^b and Skt. dadati is perfect: both forms point to *dodHnti.
The hypothesis that OChSl. damb continues *dodHmi rather than *doHmi is sup-
ported by the final accentuation of the paradigm in Slavic; cf. also Latv. duomu and
OLith. deml. The allegedform demi, which would support the latter reconstruction,
„nera kalbos faktas, bet gramatiku, pramone" (Büga 1922 : 158).

3. Easl Baltic

While the relative chronology of accentual innovations strongly supports the
hypolhesis that there was a period of common Balto-Slavic development after the
disintegration of the Indo-European proto-language, I see no evidence for a similar
period of shared innovations in the Baltic linguistic area after its Separation from
Slavic. Though Prussian is urdoubtedly closer to the East Baltic languages than to
Slavic, the characteristic features of the Baltic languages seemto be either retentions
or results of parallel development and cultural interaction. Thus, I assume that Bal-
to-Slavic split into three identifiable branches, each of which followed its own course
of development.

Numerous shared innovations in the East Baltic languages date from a period
of common evolution. The establishment of their relative chronology poses several
Problems which fall outside the subject of this paper. Here I shall confine myself
to a general Statement of the main developments.

3.1. Among the earliest East Baltic innovations the homogenization of diph-
thongs is of particular importance. Stressed *ei, *ai/*oi were monophthongized
into *e. The resulting vowel was diphthongized into ie at a later stage, e. g. Lith.
dievas, Latv. dlevs. The development was first established by Hirt (1892:37) and
evoked a lot of discussion in later years. Endzelin maintained that the monophthong-
ization was limited to *ei (1907), but this cannot be correct, e. g. Lith. dieveris,
piemuö, Gr. δ αήρ, ποιμήν (cf. the discussion in Stang 1966 : 53ff.). As a result
of this development, the vowel system changed from triangulär to quadrilateral
and thereby entailed a shift in the ablaut relations. When the parallelism between
*e and *ö was broken, the new lengthened grade *ä became very productive in East
Baltic. On the other hand, the apophonic relationship between *i and *e gave rise
to a similar alternation between *u and *ö (cf. recently Karaliünas 1973). In unstres-
sed syllables *ä and *ö merged, e. g. Lith. dovana and the gen. sg. ending -o. The
analogical introduction of new *e, *ö in unstressed syllables evoked a large number
of levellings.

At the same time phonemic length was lost in diphthongs, e. g. dat. sg. mefgai.
The double reflex of *öi shows that the shortening was carried out partly before and
partly after the reshuffling of the apophonic relations. The divergent developments
of the instr. pl. vilkafs and the dat. sg. vilkui suggest that the shortening of long
diphthongs was early in closed final syllables and late in open final syllables. In some
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dialects the final i of the dat. sg. ending was lost, äs it was in Slavic, e. g. Gerve-
ciai vükuo.

3.2. The development of nasal vowels from *en, *an, e. g. Lith. k^sti, kqsti,
and the rise of phonemic pitch can also be dated to the East Baltic period. Phonemic
pitch originated when the laryngeals lost their segmental Status and became a fea-
ture of the neighbouring vowel. It is difficult to see exactly at what stage the transfor-
mation of the laryngeals into a vocalic feature occurred. I think that it must be
connected with the simplification of diphthongs. In Slavic, the loss of the laryngeal
äs a segmental phoneme is part of the general elimination of closed syllables. In
Baltic, the simplification of diphthongs was limited to the innovations mentioned
above. I see no sufficient evidence for a chronological differentiation between the
rise of phonemic pitch and these developments. Thus, I assume that *eH changed
into *<§ in the same period when *ei developed into *e and *en into *g. These transi-
tions have in common that a segmental phoneme changed into a vocalic feature.
While the f irst phase of Winter 's law, the dissolution of the PIE glottalic consonants,
was undoubtedly Balto-Slavic, I am inclined to date its second phase, the fusion of
the glottalic articulation with the features of the preceding vowel, to the separate
branches of the Balto-Slavic subfamily.

The rise of phonemic pitch does not imply the rise of a tonal Opposition. I pro-
pose to use the term "pitch" for any vowel feature which is neither tinibre nor
quantity, and to reserve the term "tone" for rising and falling tone movements.
Though the rise of phonemic pitch dates from the East Baltic period, I assume that
its development into tone took place independently in Latvian and Lithuanian. The
original laryngeal pitch must have been similar to the Latvian broken Intonation,
the Danish stod, or the pitch in Vietnamese ma 'rice seedling'. Indeed, this Intonation
has been preserved under the stress in Zemaitian and outside the stressed syllable
in Latvian. I think that the contemporary Zemaitian facts throw an interesting light
upon the origin of tonal oppositions and metatony in the two East Baltic languages,
äs will be indicated below.

3.3. Perhaps the last common East Baltic development was the retraction of
the ictus from a prevocalic i, e. g. Lith. kurpius (kürpe), ragänius (rägana), aükstis
(aukstas), begis (begti), vandenis (vanduo), cf. Skt. udanfyah, Gr. γομφίος. The me-
tatony is discussed below. Other examples: auksinis (auksinas), vyriskis (vyriskas),
hege (begti), moterlske (moteriskas), vilke (vilkas), maise (mafSas), vaises (vies-
pats), zmones (zmogüs), qsötis (qsolas), berzyne (berzynas).

Baltic <?-stems have three different origins. Some words go back to eÄ-stems,
e. g. Lith. mentl, säkes, cf. Skt. manthäh, sakhä, probably also Lith. zvaigzde. These
words have obtained other suffixes in Slavic, e. g. Polish mqtew, gwiazda, (dial.)
pqc, cf. Skt. panthäh. Other words go back to zefT-stems, e. g. Latv. snäte, Lith.
m&de, cf. medzias, Skt. madhyam, possibly also Lith. zeme. These words have merged
with the next group in Slavic, cf. RUSS, meza, zemlja. A third group of words go
back to ζ'σΑ-stems, e. g. Lith. dldele, vilke. I assume that in Balto-Slavic the syUabic
character of a prevocalic i was preserved if either the i or the following vowel was
stressed, cf. Lith. gaidys from *gcfidias, but gen. sg. gaidzio, dat. sg. gaidzhii, and
Estonian takijas from Lith. dagys, Latv. dadzis. This hypothesis is corroborated by
the difference between OChSl. bogynji, Lith. pati, gen. sg. paciös (with secondary
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circumflex), and OChSl. sqdbji, Lith. vilke (cf. Lohmann 1932 : 63f.). The former
type goes back to the proterodynamic and the latter to the hysterodynamic flexion,
cf. Skt. dem, gen. sg. devyäh from *deviH, *devyaHs versus vrkth, gen. sg. vrkiah
from *vrkiHs, *vrklHas. The fact that OChSl. sqdbji was stressed on the medial syl-
lable before Dybo's law operated follows unmistakably from the combination of
short root vowel in Polish sedzia and final accentuation in RUSS, sud'ja (cf. Kort-
landt 1975 : 30). Thus, I assume that Lith. vilke developed regularly from *uilki-
HaH when the stress was retracted in connection with the elimination of prevocalic
z. The latter development was preceded, and possibly evoked, by the loss of the la-
ryngeal äs a segmental phoneme. The parallel with Sanskrit, where the nom. pl.
vrkiah developed into vrkyah after the loss of the laryngeal, is striking. The retrac-
tion of the ictus from a prevocalic i caused the rise of several Systems of tonal oppo-
sitions in the East Baltic languages (cf. Stang 1966 : 144ff.).

4. Lithuanian

The following relative chronology is derived mainly from the Aukstaitian mate-
rial, on which the literary language is based. The Zemaitian dialects did not take
part in some of the early evolutional links but shared some of the later developments,
which points to the maintenance of a deep-rooted dialectal differentiation for a
long period of time. While certain isoglosses between Aukstaitian and Zemaitian
are äs least äs old äs those between Lithuanian and Latvian, the latter language
followed a distinctly different course at a more recent stage.

TSTot all innovations can be dated with the same degree of precision. Apart from
the fact that in different areas certain developments took place at different stages,
the independent character of some innovations does not allow one to establish
their relative chronology. Thus, I find very little evidence for dating Nieminen's
law (1922 : 151ff., cf. Stang 1966 : 171), according to which the ictus was retract-
ed from a short a in final syllables. This retraction may have taken place at any stage
before Leskien's law.

4.1. RISE OF TONAL OPPOSITIONS. Retraction of the ictus onto a laryn-
gealized vowel yielded rising tone and loss of the laryngeal feature, e. g. aükstis (2),
cf. aukstas (3). The old pitch Opposition was maintained when the ictus was not
retracted. In stressed syllables, the laryngeal pitch feature then changed into a fal-
ling tone and the non-laryngeal pitch merged with the new rising tone. Retraction
of the ictus onto a non-laryngealized long vowel or diphthong yielded a middle tone,
which later merged with the new falling tone, e. g. vilke (1), cf. Skt. vrkth. The whole
development is analogous to what we find at a much later date in Zemaitian dialects
(cf. Aleksandravicius 1957). In Kretinga, the stress is regularly retracted to the first
syllable of the word except from laryngealized vowels äs in galvüoms (galvoms),
siedtete (sedeti). Retraction onto a laryngealized vowel yields rising tone and loss
of the laryngeal feature, e. g. arklys (arklys), viezys (vezys), with a rising acute. The
old pitch Opposition is maintained in omzos (amzius), mäisos (malsas). The circum-
flex is falling in this dialect, äs in Latvian. Retraction of the stress onto a non-laryn-
gealized diphthong yields a middle tone, e. g. gäidys (gäidys), ronkä (rankä). It is
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clear from the latter example that both de Saussure's law and Leskien's law preced-
edthe Zemaitian retraction oftheictus. The distinction between the new rising tone
and the middle tone was lost in Kretinga (Zinkevicius 1966 : 40fn.), but has been
preserved in neighbouring dialects, e. g. in Kalnalis.

4.2. DIPHTHONGIZATION OF e, ö. East Baltic *e, *ö were diphthongized
into ie, uo, e. g. dievas, duoti. This development was limited to the Aukstaitian dia-
lects. Both the internal and the comparative evidence point to a relatively early
date of the diphthongization in stressed syllables. On the one hand, it probably pre-
ceded the lengthening of stressed e, a, äs is indicated below. On the other, it affect-
ed all and only the Aukstaitian dialects (cf. Zinkevicius 1966 :503). In unstressed
syllables the diphthongization may have been more recent, äs it probably was in
Latvian.

4.3. LENGTHENING OF STRESSED e, a. Baltic *e, *a were lengthened
under the stress in non-final syllables, e. g. v&da, säko. This development was also
limited to the Aukstaitian dialects. The new long vowels did not coalesce with Bal-
tic *e, *ä, which had become e, o at this stage. The diphthongization of East Baltic
*e, *ö probably preceded the neutralization of length in stressed syllables, because
otherwise we have to assume four degrees of aperture in the long vowel system at a
time when there were two degrees of aperture in the short vowel system. Such a re-
construction is hardly compatible with the elaborate system of tonal oppositions
which is characteristic of the Baltic linguistic area. It is probable that the lengthen-
ing of e, a was originally limited to open syllables and that the long vowel in acc.
sg. näkti and in such words äs äpdaras is analogical. This assumption explains the
absence of lengthening in the comparative, e. g. geresnis, and in the future and con-
ditional, e. g. degsiu, degciau. It also accounts for the fact that the lengthening did
not affect final syllables. The long vowel was later extended analogically in the Sou-
thern and Central dialects.

4.4. PEDERSEN'S LAW again. The ictus was retracted from stressed inner
syllables in mobile paradigms, e. g. neveda, prlveda, nevede. This retraction re-in-
troduced short e, a under the stress in open syllables. The ictus was not retracted in
nesäko, nesäke because the latter paradigm had fixed stress until de Saussure's law
operated. The retraction in neveda cannot be identical with the retraction in the acc.
sg. väkarq, välandq because of the different quantity of the stressed vowel: the latter
retraction must have preceded the lengthening of stressed e, a, whereas the former
must have been later. Indeed, I assume that the lateral mobility in väkaras, valandä
originated from the Balto-Slavic barytonesis, äs was indicated above. The accentu-
al mobility in vedü, veda was a result of Ebeling's law. The hypothesis that this verb
was originally end-stressed and that its mobility arose from a retraction of the stress,
not from a progressive accent shift, is based on the final stress of the participle vedqs
and corroborated by the Slavic evidence. Thus, we may compare the stress patterns
of säko and veda with the nominal accent classes (2) and (4), respectively. In Slavic,
äs in Lithuanian, we have to assume that Pedersen's law operated once again after
the dissolution of the Balto-Slavic unity and then yielded the accentuation of RUSS.
na vodu, ne byl,prodal. Since the retraction of the stress to a preposition from bary-
tone forms of mobile paradigms is unknown in Baltic, it cannot be dated to the Bal-
to-Slavic period, where the lateral mobility in the noun inflection arose. Further evi-
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dence for the dating of the Slavic retraction is provided by the accentuation of no-
minal prefix formations (cf. Kortlandt 1975:28).

4.5. HJELMSLEV'S LAW. Retraction of the ictus onto a laryngealized vowel
yielded rising tone and loss of the laryngeal feature, e. g. edesis, edalas, esena, taüki-
nas, antinas. This law is of course simultaneous with Pedersen's law. According to
Hjelmslev's original formulation, "toute syllabe accentuee revet l'intonation de la
syllabe immediatement suivante" (1932 : 5). I agree with Pedersen that „M. Hjelms-
lev a attribue ä la loi de metatonie qu'il a si heureusement trouvee, une portee trop
grande" (1933 : 10). Indeed, I think that the same objection can be made to Peder-
sen's reformulation of the law, accordingto whichits application waslimited to words
of more than two syllables. Most of the instances which, in my opinion, Pe-
dersen attributes incorrectly to Hjelmslev's law, received their metatonical intona-
tion äs a result of the retraction of the stress from a prevocalic i. Here I have reformu-
lated the law in such a way that it accounts for precisely those cases of metatonie
douce which Stang calls „nicht verständlich" and „schwer zu verstehen" (1966:
: 154). In the theory put forward here, the apparent tonal assimilation is the result
of a retraction of the ictus, which is what all varieties of phonetic metatony have in
common. The original non-initial accentuation of words like antinas is supported
by the final stress in the paradigm of RUSS, oven, SCr. ovan.

4. 6. DE SAUSSURE'S LAW. The ictus shifted from a non-falling vowel
to a following laryngealized vowel, e. g. nom. sg. andinstr. sg. ranka, acc. pl. rankäs,
Ist sg. galiü, sakaü. Pedersen's law preceded de Saussure's law because the stress
is not retracted in negäli, nesäko: theseparadigms hadfixed stress until de Saussure's
law operated. As the great master of Indo-European linguistics pointed out himself
(1922 : 530), the progressive accent shift eliminated the retraction of the stress to
a prefix in the paradigm of verbs with an acute root vowel. This in turn led to the
almost complete disappearance of the verbal stress pattern which corresponded
to nominal accent class (3). The previous existence of such a type is still testified
by the broken Intonation of Latv. bggu, aägu, sezu, äs opposed to näku, stävju,
cf. RUSS. 3rd pl. begut, sidjat versus stavjat. Its only remnants in Lithuanian are
the end-stressed participial forms duodqs and edqs, cf. Latv. duomu, gmu.

There is no indication that de Saussure's law ever operated in Latvian. „Im
Lettischen ist die Frage prinzipiell unlösbar", according to Stang (1966 : 172).
However, the same author assumes that de Saussure's law did operate in Latvian in
order to account for the alternation between ei and ie in the athematic paradigm
of the verb iet (1966 : 58f.), e. g. Varakjäni eimu, ei, U. In fact, the accentual mobili-
ty in this word is definitely older than de Saussure's law and should be compared
with Lith. vedü, veda, not with galiü., gäli: it continues an original end-stressed pa-
radigm which became mobile äs a result of Ebeling's law. There are two weighty
arguments in favour of the view that de Saussure's law was limited to Lithuanian.
Firstly, the law was preceded by Pedersen's law, which was in turn preceded by the
exclusively Lithuanian lengthening of stressed e, a. The law must therefore have
operated either independently or not at all in Latvian. Secondly, the Operation
of the law was certainly favoured by the rising tone of the Lithuanian circumflex.
This argument was already put forward by de Saussure (1922 : 526fn.). In Latvian,
the falling circumflex rather favoured a retraction of the stress. Thus, I think that
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the stabilization of the ictus on the initial syllable of the word was the Latvian
counterpart of de Saussure's law in Lithuanian.

It is remarkable that de Saussure's law did not operate in the paradigm of the
future tense, e. g. täpsiu, pirksiu. This accentuation cannot be analogical because
there was no model for it. Consequently, we have to conclude that these forms were
trisyllabic at the stage when the progressive accent shift operated. The anomaly
can be explained if we assume a variant of Sievers' law for Lithuanian: posttonic
prevocalic i retained its syllabic character if it was preceded by more than one ob-
struent. Since the identity of the suffix with Skt. -sya- is hardly open to doubt, the
different accentuation is remarkable. The absence of end-stressed future forms in
the archaic dialects of Lithuanian is just äs striking äs the absence of root-stressed
sigmatic aorist forms of verbs with consonantal stems in Slavic. Latvian testifies to
the antiquity of the root-stressed future in Baltic, e. g. Varakjäni tsu, with i reflect-
ing ie. The Infinitive adopted the accentuation of the future in those cases where
the ictus had not yet been retracted äs a result of Hirt's law.

4.7. LESKIEN'S LAW. Acute vowels in final syllables were shortened, e. g.
rankä, rankäs. This development was established by Leskien (1881). It is obvious
that it cannot have preceded de Saussure's law or Nieminen's law. After Leskien's
law, the tonal Opposition on final diphthongs was lost outside Zemaitian, e. g. sa-
kaü, tie. It was restored by the loss of posttonic short vowels in final syllables, e. g.
vaikams, tarn.

5. Latvian

The fixation of the stress on the initial syllable and the analogical levelling of
the tone in paradigms makes it impossible to establish the relative chronology of
accentual developments in Latvian with the same degree of precision äs has been
done for Lithuanian. I shall therefore be brief in this section.

5.1. Retraction of the ictus yielded rising tone on both laryngealized and plain
vowels,e.g.sniedze.Theotherstressedvowelsbecame falling per Opposi t ionen!,
e. g. smegs, cf. Lith. sniegas. The loss of the laryngeal feature under the falling tone
yielded a stretched Intonation, which later merged with the new rising tone, e. g.
sei, cf. Lith. seti. Finally, the remaining laryngealized stressed vowels, which had
lost their distinctive tone when the laryngeal feature was lost under the falling tone,
became falling, äs in Lithuanian, e. g. seja. I think that this Interpretation of the
facts explains why the laryngeal feature was apparently lost earlier in stressed than
in unstressed syllables.

5.2. Baltic *in, *en, *an, *un developed into nasal vowels. Later the nasal ele-
ment was lost and they merged with *f, *<?, *ö, *ü. Finally, East Baltic *e, *ö were
diphthongized into ie, uo, e. g. dievs, güovs. The diphthongization was probably
posterior to the elimination of the nasal vowels because the latter shared this deve-
lopment, e. g. pieci, ludgs, cf. Lith. penkl, langas.

5.3. The stress became fixed on the initial syllable of the word. As I suggested
above, this development is complementary to de Saussure's law in Lithuanian. Af-
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ter the stabilization of the ictus, long vowels and diphthongs in final syllables of
polysyllabic words were shortened while most short vowels were syncopated. This
in turn led to the disintegration of the tonal system in the contemporary dialects.
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HCTOPHHECKHE SAKOHbl EAJITHftCKOfl
PesioMe

B CTBTfae o6cy>KAaeTCH OTHOCHTejibHaa xponojiorHJi pasBHTM ßajiTHHCKofi aKU,eHTyau,noH-
HOH cncTeMH OT HH,n,oeBponeiicKoro npansbiKa 3,0 coßpeMeHHbix BocTomioöajmiHCKHX HSHKOB.
ABTOP Β03ΒΟΛΗΤ 6ajiTO-cjiaBHHCKyK> aicyroByio ΗΗτοι-iauHro κ HHÄoesponeöcKHivi jiapHHrajib-
HblM H rjlOTTajlH3OBaHHbIM (B KJiaCCimeCKOÜ Teoplill, 3BOHKHM HenpHAbIXaT8JIbHbIM) COr.iaciIHM,
a lyipKyMtjwieKCOByio — κ paHHHM οτίβκεκΗΗΜ H yÄJiJffleHHHM. XpOHOjiorM aKuenTyanHOHHbix
HBJieHHH npliBOÄHT H3C K ΓφΗΗΗΤΗΚ) ΓΗΠΟΤ63Η Ο IiepHO^e ΟΟΙΰ,ΘΓΟ ÖajITOCJiaBSniCKOrO paSBHTM.
Πο MHeHHro asTopa, npoHcxojKÄenHeM φοπετΗ^ιεοκοο ΜβτβτοΗΜ B BOCTOmioöajrmöcKHX H3faiKax
ΉΒΛΗβτοκ OTTflniBaHiie y^apenHH B onpeAejieuHbix ycjiOBHHX. Saxon AS Coccropa OTHOCHTCH
κ nosÄHeMy nepuofly pasßHTHH ,'iHTOBCKoro HSfaiKa. Υοτ3ΗθΒΛβΗΗβ nenoABiöKiioro y^apeiiHH na
HayaabHOM c;iore B naTHiiicKOM H3HKe paccmaTpHBaeTCsi κβκ pasBHTHe, cooTBSTCTByiomee
saKony ÄS Cocciopa B .IHTOBCKOM.

SMULKMENOS

XXXIV

Daiktavardziij suo ir zmogus daugiskaitos vardininkas palyginti dideleje
lietuviij kalbos lärmig dalyje turi priebalsinio linksniavimo formas sünes 'sunys',
zmones 'zmones'. Pirmaja^ vartoja (pagal nauj^jj tarmiij skirstymaj vakarij. auks-
taiciai kauniskiai bei artimesni zemaiciai (pvz., apie Efzvilka,, Raseinius), piefq
aukstaiciai, rytij aukstaiciai viiniskiai, uteniskiai, dalis anyksten-q bei kupiskertq
(mazdaug iki linijos Aluntä — Kupiskis — Papilys). Antroji (zmones) vartojama
kiek siauriau: pastebeta kai kuriose vakarij aukstaicili (pvz., Garliavä), piet^
aukstaicii} (pvz., Rudaminä, Kaniavä), rytij. aukstaiciij vilniskiij (Linkmenys,
Kaltanenai, Tverecius, Adütiskis...) ir uteniskhj (Sälakas...) snektose. Placiau var-
tojama i kamieno forma zmonys. Ja^ turi daugelis zemaiciij (Kretingä, Mazeikiai,
Luöke, Pägramantis...), kai kurios vakanj aukstaiciij (Jurbarkas, Siauliai, Sa-
kyna...), rytvj aukstaiciij paneveäskii^ (pvz., Birzai) ir pietij aukstaiciii (Veisie-
jai, Kabeliai, Palomene...) snektos. J. Sliavas linkes manyti, kad formas sünes,
zmones buvo islaikQ ir siauriniai paneveziskiai, tik cia jij dabar nejmanoma
atskirti nuo sünys, zmonys, nes del stiprios galünivi redukcijos -es ΐτ'-ys susilie-
jo j vienq -'s (apostrofas rodo neaiskios kokybes murmamaji gars^). Dar pa-
lyginti neseniai sios galünes turejo büti skiriamos1. Liaudies dainose, kür pa-
prastai galünes neredukuojamos, ir dabar esa, dainuojama: visi sünes loja...
visi zmones sneka.

J. Sliavas savo 1948 — 1949 m. mokykliniuose sq,siuviniuose rad^s daugybe
kartvj parasyta sünes, zmones vietoj sunys, zmones. Jis prisimena, kad nepai-
sant mokytojo taisymq, jam buv^ sunku jprasti rasyti sunys, zmones. Ar tevai
ir kiti senesnieji Rimkunii kaimo (Linkuvös apyl.) gyventojai tada dar istarda-
νς sveikq. galün^ -es, jis neatsimeng.s.

Sios tarmes galüne -es negali büti kilusi is -es (zmones is zmones), nes
cia pastaroji istariama -es, pvz., zemes 'zemes'.

Z. Zinkevicius
1 A. Baranausko surinktuose praeitame simtmetyje sios tarmes tekstuose (A. B a r a n o w -

ski. Litauische Mundarten. Bd. I. Leipzig, 1920) trumpieji galünes balsiai (ir i is ϊ, i) dar kartais
pazymimi, pvz., nom. sg. kiskls 14028 'kiskis', bet sanäls 14313 'senelis', nom. pl. bit's 14714 < bi-
tys 'bites', bet acc. pl. sönis 14719 < sunis.
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